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THE TROY DECEPTION:
VOLUME ONE - FINDING THE
PLAIN OF TROY

John Crowe
Author John Crowes new book The Troy Deception contains revelations about one of the most famous battle sites in
ancient Greek history  where the Trojan War took place. John shows beyond reasonable doubt, with strong
academic support, that the site lies at Pergamon, to the east of Lesbos, and not where it supposedly lies, on a site
known locally as Hisarlik, in western Turkey near C¸anakkale.
He uses Homers epics the Iliad and Odyssey as the foundation for his research. Composed around 2,700 years ago,
these provided the Western world with the foundations of their literature and education. Yet despite their enormous
influence on our culture, some scholars today doubt that Homer even existed.
Johns discovery adds a new and unexpected degree of integrity to Homers descriptions of the Trojan landscape and
presents knowledge that has been hidden from the world for over 2,500 years, giving Homeric scholars the
opportunity to reappraise the historicity of both the Trojan War and Homer, perhaps the worlds greatest epic poet.
John, who hopes his revelations will enhance the credibility of Homer as a witness of ancient history, is inspired by
John Lascelles who wrote Troy: The World Deceived  Homers Guide to Pergamum and Robert Bittlestones Odysseus
Unbound. The Troy Deception will appeal to fans of history, in particular that concerning Ancient Greece, and scholars.
About the Author:
Born in 1938, after training as a civil engineer, John worked in the water industry before taking early retirement from Thames Water
in 1997. He then studied ancient history and chronology, and since 2002 has been developing the theory of John Lascelles that
Homers Troy was at Bergama.
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